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Abstract This work investigates the use of Time Reversal
(TR) applied to UWB systems for communication and posi-
tioning applications. Potential performance boosts, that are
achievable over a single UWB communication link by the
sole adoption of TR, are investigated. In the case of mul-
tiuser UWB communications, it is shown that TR modi-
fies the distribution of Multi User Interference (MUI) and
that further performance improvement can be obtained by
adapting the receiver to the specific MUI distribution char-
acteristics. As regards UWB positioning, an enhancement in
position estimation accuracy can be achieved when TR re-
inforces DOA estimation thanks to increased robustness to
decreased homogeneity in the propagation medium.

Keywords UWB · Time Reversal · Positioning · DOA ·
MUI distribution

1 Introduction

Time Reversal (TR) has been successfully used for many
years, mostly in acoustics [1, 2]. The idea of applying TR in
wireless communications has recently gained much atten-
tion because of its properties related to temporal and spa-
tial focusing [3, 4]. In order to combine TR with Impulse
Radio-Ultra Wide Band (IR-UWB), the use of transmission
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pre-filters that convolve the UWB pulse with the channel im-
pulse response inverted in time [5] is required. Combining
TR and IR-UWB has proved to improve performance thanks
to increased capacity of energy collection at the receiver [6].

The concept of TR may be applied to a network of nodes
rather than a single link. As well known, the resulting system
may be limited by Multi User Interference (MUI) and per-
formance prediction requires accurate models for the MUI
distribution [7, 8]. Previous investigations have highlighted
several UWB peculiarities, with special focus on IR-UWB
[9–12]. In particular the validity of models based on the
Standard Gaussian Approximation (SGA) is questionable
for UWB [13, 14].

Moving beyond acoustics, TR has also been recently pro-
posed as an enhancement for Direction Of Arrival (DOA)
estimation algorithms in solving the problem of locating ac-
tive vs. passive EM targets in potentially harsh propagation
environments. TR has been shown to outperform standard
DOA techniques based on subspace decomposition of the
received signal covariance matrix in the presence of non-
homogeneous media [15, 16].

This work addresses aspects of both communication and
positioning related to the combination of TR with UWB.

On the communication side, the trade-off between the
number of fingers in the prefilter vs. the rake receiver is esti-
mated, in relation with the time and space focusing proper-
ties of TR. The impact of TR on MUI distribution is then ad-
dressed, by investigating how this information can be used to
adapt the receiver to the MUI distribution. The performance
of the proposed adapted receiver is analyzed by means of
simulations.

Based on the evidence that TR improves positioning ac-
curacy in presence of non-homogeneous propagation media,
this work investigates the possibility of introducing TR in
the design of a UWB DOA positioning system. The result-
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ing positioning accuracy is analyzed for ideal vs. frequency
selective propagation media.

Communications aspects will be addressed in Sects. 2–4.
In particular, Sect. 2 defines the signal model, while Sect. 3
discusses the impact of number of fingers in the prefilter and
rake receiver on signal characteristics. Section 4 focuses on
MUI modeling in the case of a TR IR-UWB system. Sec-
tion 5 addresses the positioning aspects by discussing per-
formance of subspace decompositions. Finally, Sect. 6 con-
cludes the paper.

2 Signal model

In this paper a TH-IR-UWB (Time Hopping Impulse Ra-
dio Ultra Wide Band) signal using PAM (Pulse Amplitude
Modulation) as well as PPM (Pulse Position Modulation)
is considered. The classical (no TR) IR-UWB signal with
PAM may be written as:

snoTR(t) = √
Es

∑

m

amw(t − mTf − cmTc). (1)

In this expression, w(t) is the unit-energy basic pulse
waveform with a time support included in [0, Tc), Es is the
energy sent per pulse, am the information symbol at symbol
interval m, having its values in the set {−1,1}. The frame
time is Tf = NhTc, where Tc is the chip time interval (Nh

is the frame length in chips). The TH code is represented
by the sequence (cl)l∈Z, the elements of which belong to
{0, . . . ,Nh − 1}.

The classical (no TR) IR-UWB signal with PPM may be
written as:

snoTR(t)

= √
Es

∑

m

w

(
t − mTf − cmTc − dPPM

(
am + 1

2

))
,

(2)

where dPPM is the time shift used by PPM.
A multipath channel h(t) will be considered in the fol-

lowing, defined as:

h(t) =
L∑

i=1

γiδ(t − τi), (3)

with L be the total number of paths in the channel, τi the
delay of the ith path and γi its amplitude.

By considering, without loss of generality, a PAM signal,
the received signal without TR may be written as follows:

rnoTR(t)

=
√

Er

A

∑

m

amh(t) ∗ w(t − mTf − cmTc) + n(t), (4)

where A = ∫ |h(t) ∗ w(t)|2dt and Er is the energy re-
ceived per pulse. n(t) is the Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN).

The principle of TR is to convolve the pulse by an in-
verted version of the channel impulse response before send-
ing it. The propagation of the signal through the channel
has therefore the effect to receive the channel response cor-
related with itself (thus simulating a correlation receiver).
With TR the transmitted signal can be written as:

s(t) =
√

Es∫ |hin(t) ∗ w(t)|2 dt

×
∑

m

amhin(t) ∗ w(t − mTf − cmTc), (5)

where Es is still the energy sent by pulse and hin(t) is the
prefilter. In case of perfect TR (or full TR) one has hin(t) =
h(−t). To reduce the complexity of the transmitter one can
use a partial TR by reducing the number of paths considered
in hin(t), i.e. by selecting only the Nin strongest paths of h(t)

(Nin = 1 is equivalent to no TR):

hin(t) =
Nin∑

i=1

γ ′
i δ

(−(t − τ ′
i )

)
, (6)

where τ ′
i and γ ′

i are the delay and amplitude of the strongest
paths.

The received signal is then:

r(t) =
√

Er∫ |h(t) ∗ hin(t) ∗ w(t)|2dt

×
∑

m

amh(t) ∗ hin(t) ∗ w(t − mTf − cmTc)

+ n(t), (7)

where one can define g(t) = h(t) ∗ hin(t) as the equivalent
TR channel, obtained as the concatenation of the transmis-
sion pre-filter and the multipath channel.

At the receiver side, a rake receiver can be used. A rake
receiver performs the correlation of the received signal with
a template v(t). Without TR, the rake receiver output for
symbol n may be written as:

rnoTR[n] =
∫

t

rnoTR(t) · vnoTR(t − n · Tf − cnTc) dt (8)

For a one finger rake receiver, one has vnoTR(t) = w(t)

for a PAM signal, and vnoTR(t) = w(t) − w(t − dPPM) for
a PPM signal. For an all rake receiver one has vnoTR(t) =
h(t)∗w(t) for a PAM signal, and vnoTR(t) = (h(t)∗ (w(t)−
w(t − dPPM))) for a PPM signal. For a partial rake receiver
one has vnoTR(t) = hout (t) ∗ w(t) for a PAM signal, and
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vnoTR(t) = (hout (t) ∗ (w(t) − w(t − dPPM))) for a PPM sig-
nal, where hout(t) is a subselection of the Nout strongest
paths of h(t).

When TR is introduced, the rake receiver output for sym-
bol n may be written as follows:

r[n] =
∫

t

r(t) · v(t − n · Tf − cnTc) dt (9)

For a one finger rake receiver, one has v(t) = w(t) for
a PAM signal, and v(t) = w(t) − w(t − dPPM) for a PPM
signal. For an all rake receiver one has v(t) = g(t) ∗ w(t)

for a PAM signal, and v(t) = (g(t) ∗ (w(t) − w(t − dPPM)))

for a PPM signal, with g(t) = h(t)∗hin(t). For a partial rake
receiver one has v(t) = hout(t) ∗w(t) for a PAM signal, and
v(t) = (hout(t) ∗ (w(t) − w(t − dPPM))) for a PPM signal,
where hout(t) is a subselection of the Nout strongest paths of
g(t).

It can be noted that the case Nin = 1 and Nout = all (no
TR and all rake) is equivalent to the case Nin = all and
Nout = 1 (full TR and one finger rake) in terms of SNR at the
rake receiver output, for same energy per symbol Es . As a
matter of fact, by considering symbol n = 0 and PAM, with-
out loss of generality, the output of the rake receiver in the
case Nin = 1 and Nout = all is:

r[0] =
[(√

Es∫ |hin(t) ∗ w(t)|2 dt

× hin(t) ∗ w(t) ∗ h(t) + n(t)

)

∗ hout(−t) ∗ w(−t)

]
(0), (10)

where the 0 between parentheses means that the preceding
function resulting from the convolution is evaluated in 0. By

dividing amplitude by
√∫ |hout(t) ∗ w(t)|2 dt , in order to

normalize the noise component, one obtains (11), showing
that taking hin(t) = h(−t) and hout(t) = δ(t) is equivalent
to taking hin(t) = δ(t) and hout(t) = h(t).

r[0] =
√

Es∫ |hin(t) ∗ w(t)|2 dt.
∫ |hout(t) ∗ w(t)|2 dt

× hin(t) ∗ hout(−t) ∗ h(t) ∗ w(t) ∗ w(−t)(0)

+ n(t) ∗ hout(−t) ∗ w(−t)
√∫ |hout(t) ∗ w(t)|2 dt

(0). (11)

The above observation is the reason why TR is often
used without a rake receiver (i.e. with a one finger rake
receiver): TR is equivalent to a classical communication
system with an all rake receiver, with complexity shifted
from the receiver to the transmitter. The all rake receiver

is replaced by a full TR pre-filter at the transmitter al-
though in order to increase performance, one can still use
a multifinger rake receiver with TR, and trade-offs in com-
plexity between transmitter and receiver can be achieved
by tuning the number of fingers of prefilter and rake re-
ceiver.

3 On the energy concentration and on the rake receiver

3.1 Time and space focusing

The first noticeable effect of TR on the UWB signal is that it
focuses the energy in time and space. The focusing in time
is of particular interest for IR-UWB. As a matter of fact, IR-
UWB is primarily designed to work with focused pulses in
time (i.e. ultra short pulses). Due to the multipath channel,
pulses that are focused in time at the transmitter (w(t)) may,
however, arrive as spread in time at the receiver. The time
focusing ability of TR can be used to refocus the pulse in
time at the receiver side. TR is however able to focus the
signal in time only at one receiving geographical position at
a time (space focusing property). In order to focus the signal
in time at receiver 1 where the channel from the transmit-
ter is h1(t), when applying TR the transmitter must send
h1(−t) ∗ w(t) instead of transmitting the pulse w(t). The
received signal at receiver 1 is thus h1(t) ∗ h1(−t) ∗ w(t).
Due to the correlation peak of h1(t) ∗ h1(−t), the received
pulse h1(t) ∗ h1(−t) ∗ w(t) is focused in time, contrarily to
the received pulse without TR (h1(t) ∗ w(t)) that is spread
in time. On the other hand, for a second receiver, called
receiver 2, at a different geographical position, where the
channel from the transmitter is h2(t), the received signal is
h2(t) ∗ h1(−t) ∗ w(t). The intercorrelation h2(t) ∗ h1(−t)

does not show any peak when the two channels are different,
due to the different locations of the receivers. The signal at
receiver 2 is thus not focused in time.

In addition to the time and space focusing property, TR
can also lead to an energy gain thanks to the coherent com-
bining of the channel paths. This gain appears in two ways:
TR relatively increases the available received power at the
position of receiver 1 with respect to other positions, but for
the same transmit power it also increases the total available
received power at the position of receiver 1, with respect to
the total available received power at the receiver 1 without
TR.

To show that TR increases the available received power
at the receiver 1 position vs. other positions, one can
note that at receiver 1, for a transmitted pulse w(t) ∗
h1(−t), the received pulse w(t) ∗ h1(−t) ∗ h1(t) has an en-
ergy

∫ |W(f )|2|H1(f )|4 df (where W(f ) and H1(f ) are
the Fourier Transforms of w(t) and h1(t) respectively),
while at receiver 2, for a transmitted pulse w(t) ∗ h1(−t)

the received pulse w(t) ∗ h1(−t) ∗ h2(t) has an energy
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∫ |W(f )|2|H1(f )|2|H2(f )|2 df . Without loss of general-
ity, one can consider that receivers 1 and 2 are at the same
distance from the transmitter so that the statistical average
received power without TR is the same in the two positions:

E

[∫
|W(f )|2|H1(f )|2 df

]

= E

[∫
|W(f )|2|H2(f )|2 df

]
, (12)

since h1(t) and h2(t) have the same statistical properties.
Having the classical Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:

∫
|W(f )|2|H1(f )|2|H2(f )|2 df

≤
√∫

|W(f )|2|H1(f )|4 df

×
√∫

|W(f )|2|H2(f )|4 df , (13)

one can take the expectation:

E

[∫
|W(f )|2|H1(f )|2|H2(f )|2 df

]

≤ E

[√∫
|W(f )|2|H1(f )|4 df

×
√∫

|W(f )|2|H2(f )|4 df

]

, (14)

and, by assuming that h1(t) and h2(t) are independent, one
has:

E

[∫
|W(f )|2|H1(f )|2|H2(f )|2 df

]

≤ E

[√∫
|W(f )|2|H1(f )|4 df

]

× E

[√∫
|W(f )|2|H2(f )|4 df

]

. (15)

By remembering that h1(t) and h2(t) have the same sta-
tistical properties one obtains:

E

[√∫
|W(f )|2|H1(f )|4 df

]

= E

[√∫
|W(f )|2|H2(f )|4 df

]

, (16)

so that:

E

[∫
|W(f )|2|H1(f )|2|H2(f )|2 df

]

≤ E

[√∫
|W(f )|2|H1(f )|4 df

]2

≤ E

[∫
|W(f )|2|H1(f )|4 df

]

. (17)

Equation (17) states that statistically, even if the distances
from transmitter to receivers 1 and 2 are the same, the energy
received at the position of receiver 1 is greater than the one
received at the position of receiver 2. One can conclude thus
that, thanks to TR, not only the energy is focused in time at
the position of receiver 1, but also the total available energy
is greater in that specific position.

One can also determine the gain in energy brought by
TR with respect to the non TR case at the same position.
Call Pr,noTR the power of the received signal at receiver 1
position without TR. When TR is introduced, the power of
the received signal at the same receiver 1 position can be
written as:

Pr =
∫ |W(f )|2|H1(f )|4 df

∫ |W(f )|2 df

(
∫ |W(f )|2|H1(f )|2 df )2

Pr,noTR. (18)

By using once again the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality one
finds:
∫ |W(f )|2|H1(f )|4 df

∫ |W(f )|2 df

(
∫ |W(f )|2|H1(f )|2 df )2

≥ 1, (19)

and thus:

Pr ≥ Pr,noTR. (20)

For the same transmit power, the introduction of TR leads
therefore to an increase in received power.

The energy gain was quantified by simulation using the
IEEE 802.15.3a LOS UWB channel model [17]. A chip time
Tc = 2 ns was chosen, and the classical Scholtz’s pulse was
adopted for the transmitted pulse w(t) [18]:

w(t) =
[

1 − 4π

(
t

Tc

)2]
· exp

[
−2π

(
t

Tc

)2]
. (21)

The results are reported in the last line of Table 2 (Nin = 1
corresponds to no TR, Nin = all corresponds to full TR).

By considering the signal sent to receiver 1 as interfer-
ence for receiver 2, one can see how TR may help in reduc-
ing MUI when the interference is caused by signals meant
at other positions. Without TR, if a signal has to be received
with power P1 at receiver 1, it will be received with power
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I1 at receiver 2. With TR the signal will be sent with a power

divided by
∫ |W(f )|2|H1(f )|4 df

∫ |W(f )|2 df

(
∫ |W(f )|2|H1(f )|2 df )2 ≥ 1 in order to be

received with same power P1 (less power has to be spent by
the transmitter). The signal received at receiver 2 will there-
fore have a power lower than I1, thus reducing the impact of
MUI thanks to the introduction of TR.

The analysis of the impact of TR on MUI will be ex-
tended in Sect. 4 by considering a scenario characterized
by different unsynchronized interfering users transmitting
to the same receiver position (e.g. a base station), focusing
their signals to the same point in space.

3.2 Rake receiver

The discussion on the received energy gain brought by TR
which has been done in Sect. 3.1 considers the total avail-
able energy at the receiver. However, the capability of fully
collecting the available energy requires the introduction of
an all rake receiver. This last point is slightly in contradic-
tion with one of the advantages of TR mentioned at the end
of Sect. 2, that is the time focusing of the signal. The time
focusing of the signal lets envisage that the receiver will not
need a lot of fingers in a rake receiver, as the fingers are made
to collect a signal spread in time. However, the time focus
property of TR leads to two distinct effects: on one hand,
there is a concentration of the energy on the main paths of
h1(−t) ∗ h1(t), while on the other hand there is a larger
spreading in time of the residual energy, since h1(−t)∗h1(t)

has more paths and is more spread than h1(t) alone. In short,
the total available energy in TR is more spread in time but
the main part of this energy is less spread. In order to collect
the main part of the energy, less fingers will be needed in TR
than without TR, but in order to collect the total available
energy, more fingers will be needed with TR than without
TR.

The effect of introducing TR can be quantified by defin-
ing the efficiency of the rake receiver as the ratio between
the energy per pulse captured by the receiver and the total
energy available at the receiver input as a function of the
number of fingers in the pre-filter and in the rake receiver,
that is:

Efficiency(Nin,Nout) = Er(Nin,Nout)/Er(Nin,All). (22)

Table 1 reports efficiency values obtained by simulation
of a IEEE 802.15.3 channel model [17]. The complexity of
implementation of a rake receiver is linked with its number
of fingers. The complexity of the TR transmitter as well in-
creases as the number of fingers in the prefilter increase (par-
tial TR). Therefore, the complexity of a full rake receiver is
greater with TR than without TR. One can clearly see from
Table 1 that in order to achieve 100% efficiency, TR must
use a complex receiver. Note, however, that since in TR the

Table 1 Efficiency: energy per pulse captured by the receiver,
with respect to the energy really available at the receiver input
(Er(Nin,Nout)/Er (Nin,Nout = all))

Nout Nin = 1 Nin = 10 Nin = 20 Nin = all

1 14.8% 37.8% 45.4% 52%

10 55% 56.7% 59.8% 62.8%

20 75.2% 65.2% 67.9% 69.12%

all 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 2 Efficacy: energy per pulse captured by the receiver, with re-
spect to the available energy at the receiver input without TR for the
same sent energy (Er(Nin,Nout)/Er (Nin = 1,Nout = all))

Nout Nin = 1 Nin = 10 Nin = 20 Nin = all

1 14.8% 54.5% 75% 100%

10 55% 81.8% 98.8% 120.3%

20 75.2% 94% 112.1% 132.4%

all 100% 144.2% 165.2% 191.6%

available energy at the receiver may be higher than without
TR for same transmitting power, it is appropriate to inves-
tigate the efficacy of the rake receiver defined as the ratio
between the collected energy per pulse and the energy avail-
able without TR for same transmit power, as a function of
the number of fingers in the pre-filter and in the rake re-
ceiver:

Efficacy(Nin,Nout) = Er(Nin,Nout)/Er(1,All). (23)

Table 2 shows the efficacy values obtained by simulation.
Results show that as expected a 100% efficacy is achieved
when full TR is combined with a simple receiver (no rake),
and that the introduction of TR leads to a net increase of
the received energy for a medium-to-large number of fin-
gers in the prefilter (Nin ≥ 10), with a gain close to a factor
of 2 when a full TR architecture combined with a full rake
receiver is considered. Results highlight the trade-off intro-
duced by the adoption of TR, involving the simplicity of the
reception vs. a more efficient use of the available energy.

4 Impact of TR on MUI distribution

This section addresses a scenario where many unsynchro-
nized users transmit to the same receiver (e.g. a base sta-
tion) and the unsynchronized signals emitted by the users
focus on the same geographical point.

In order to analyze the MUI distribution when the above
users use TR, the signal model of Sect. 2 is extended as fol-
lows. A repetition code is taken into account and, therefore,
with TR the signal originated by user k and received by the
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common receiver can be written (PAM modulation) as fol-
lows:

rk(t) =
√

Er,k∫ |hin,k(t) ∗ w(t) ∗ hk(t)|2 dt

×
∑

m

Ns−1∑

j=0

am,khin,k(t) ∗ w(t − (mNs + j)Tf

− cmNs+j,kTc) ∗ hk(t), (24)

where Ns is the repetition factor, hk is the channel impulse
response between user k and receiver, hin,k(t) is user k TR
pre-filter (subselection of the Nin,k strongest path of hk(t)),
cm,k is the time hopping code of user k, am,k is the m-th
symbol sent by user k, and Er,k is the received energy per
pulse. In the PPM case one can write:

rk(t) =
√

Es,k∫ |hin,k(t) ∗ w(t) ∗ hk(t)|2 dt

×
∑

m

Ns−1∑

j=0

hin,k(t) ∗ w

(
t − (mNs + j) · Tf

− cmNs+j,kTc − dPPM

(
am,k + 1

2

))
∗ hk(t). (25)

In both PAM and PPM, there are Ns pulses by symbol
due to the presence of the repetition code; in order to take a
decision on the received symbol the rake receiver must col-
lect Ns correlator outputs. Without loss of generality con-
sider symbol m = 0 and a reception synchronized on user 1.
The output of the pulse-by-pulse correlator can be thus writ-
ten as:

rimp[n] =
∫

t

rx(t) · v(t − n · Ts − c1,n · Tc) dt, (26)

where the index for user 1 has been dropped, and Ns outputs,
from rimp[0] to rimp[Ns − 1], are collected in order to decide
on the received symbol.

For PAM, one has v(t) = hout(t) ∗ w(t), while for PPM
one has v(t) = (hout(t) ∗ (w(t) − w(t − dPPM))) where
hout(t) is a subselection of the Nout strongest path of g(t) =
h(t) ∗ hin(t). The received signal rx(t) thus writes:

rx(t) = r1(t) + rMUI(t) + n(t), (27)

while the MUI signal is given by:

rMUI(t) =
K∑

k=2

rk(t − �k), (28)

where �k represents the relative delay of user k with respect
to the reference signal of user 1, due to the absence of syn-
chronization between the various users.

The classical receiver (adapted to Gaussian interference
but not adapted to other distributions) makes a soft decision
on the received bit based on the sign of

∑n=Ns−1
n=0 rimp[n].

The pulse-by-pulse correlator output can be decomposed as
follows:

rimp[n] = rimp,u[n] + rimp,MUI[n] + rimp,AWGN[n] (29)

where:

• rimp,u[n] = ∫
t
r1(t).v(t − n.Ts − c1,nTc) dt is the useful

signal contribution,
• rimp,MUI[n] = ∫

t
rMUI(t).v(t − n.Ts − c1,nTc) dt is the

MUI contribution,
• rimp,AWGN[n] = ∫

t
n(t).v(t − n.Ts − c1,nTc) dt is the

AWGN contribution.

With reference to rimp,MUI[n], it has been proved that its
distribution may not be Gaussian for several UWB trans-
mission cases [13], and in particular for IR-UWB transmis-
sions due to their impulsive nature [14]. In order to inves-
tigate the appropriateness of the standard Gaussian model
for IR-UWB transmissions making use of TR the Kurtosis

k = E[rimp,MUI[n]4]
E[rimp,MUI[n]2]2 − 3 will be considered as the reference

parameter of the MUI distribution. The Kurtosis is a mea-
sure of how far a distribution is from the Gaussian distribu-
tion. The value for the normal distribution is k = 0.

4.1 Modeling of non Gaussian MUI

While the non Gaussianity of the MUI is a problem when a
classical receiver is used, it has been shown in [19] that per-
formance can be improved by adopting a receiver adapted to
the MUI distribution. Following [19], the Generalized Gaus-
sian was used to fit the MUI distribution. The expression of
this distribution is as follows:

p(x) = c1(β)√
σ 2

exp

(

−c2(β)

∣∣∣∣
x√
σ 2

∣∣∣∣

2
1+β

)

, (30)

with

c1(β) = Γ
1
2 ( 3

2 (1 + β))

(1 + β)Γ
3
2 ( 1

2 (1 + β))
, (31)

and

c2(β) =
(

Γ ( 3
2 (1 + β))

Γ ( 1
2 (1 + β))

) 1
1+β

. (32)

The relation between the Kurtosis k and the coefficient β is
as follows:

k = Γ (
5(1+β)

2 )Γ (
(1+β)

2 )

(Γ (
3(1+β)

2 ))2
= ℵ(β). (33)
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Fig. 1 Star topology

A receiver adapted to a Generalized Gaussian interference
has been proposed in [20]. This receiver consists in the in-
sertion of a non-linear limiter that takes into account the
parameter β = ℵ−1(k). Then, the expression of the limiter
function hl is:

hl(x) = (|x + 1| 2
1+β − |x − 1| 2

1+β ). (34)

The adapted receiver takes its decision based on the sign
of

∑n=Ns−1
n=0 hl(rimp[n]/Er).

4.2 Simulation results

The first scenario considered 12 users distributed in the net-
work according to a star topology (see Fig. 1), where the
distance from transmitters to receiver is 10 meters. All users
transmit TR PPM-TH-UWB signals at same power, while
channels hk are different among users. An IEEE 802.15.3a
channel model [17] was simulated. Chip time was Tc = 2 ns,
the PPM shift was dPPM = 0.5 ns and the number of slots
per frame was Nh = 24. Pulse shape w(t) was, again, the
Scholtz’s pulse defined in (21).

Figure 2 shows results obtained by simulating a case (a)
(Fig. 2(a)) when Nin = 10 and Nout = 20, and a case (b)
(Fig. 2(b)) when Nin = 20 and Nout = 20. The Kurtosis was
k = 1.42 vs. k = 2.37 for case (a) vs. case (b), respectively.
This result indicates that by increasing the number of fingers
in the pre-filter, the Kurtosis departs from 0, that is the MUI
distribution departs from a Gaussian.

A second analyzed scenario is shown in Fig. 3 and corre-
sponds to a ring topology. This topology has been introduced
in [21] as a “worst case”; the useful transmitter (user 1) is
diametrically opposed to the receiver and the receiver is af-
fected by “worst case” MUI due to the presence of dominant
interferers.

System simulations adopted: N = 30 transmitters, a repe-
tition code with Ns = 6, ring diameter set to 10 meters, sym-
bol interval Ts = Nh · Tc = 96 ns, chip interval Tc = 2 ns.

Fig. 2 Histogram of MUI (rimp,MUI) with related kurtosis, case (a)
(Nin = 10 and Nout = 20), case (b)(Nin = 20 and Nout = 20)

Fig. 3 Ring topology (“worst case” topology of Ref. [21])

Users transmitted at the same power. Performance evalua-
tion was obtained by stopping simulation after 100 wrong
bits were received. The rimp,MUI[n] distribution and the per-
formance in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) vs. SNR, with
Nout = 10 and Nin = 1,10,20,all, are shown in Fig. 4. For
high SNR the AWGN is negligible and performance is de-
termined by the BER floor caused by MUI.

Figure 4 shows that when Nin increases (approaching full
TR) the rMUI distribution becomes more tight (the Kurtosis
increases) and that BER decreases as the number of fingers
in the TR filter increases.

Figure 5 shows, in the all rake case, the improvement
of performance obtained by moving from a scheme with-
out TR, in which a classical receiver is used, to a scheme
in which a full TR configuration and a receiver adapted to a
Generalized Gaussian interference are adopted, highlighting
the gain brought by the exploitation of the MUI distribution
change due to TR.

5 Positioning with UWB and Time Reversal

This section focuses on the application of TR combined
with UWB to positioning, addressing the potential impact
of TR and UWB on positioning accuracy in presence of
harsh channel conditions due to frequency selective and
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Fig. 4 Bit Error Rate (left) and histograms showing the distribution of the MUI rimp,MUI with superimposed a Gaussian probability density
function having same variance (right), for varying Nin = 1 (Row 1, (a)–(b): Nin = 1; Row 2, (c)–(d): Nin = 10; Row 3, (e)–(f): Nin = 20; Row 4,
(g)–(h): Nin = all

non-homogeneous propagation media. The application sce-
nario considered in the following is presented in Fig. 6, fore-
seeing a positioning device equipped with an antenna array
composed of m elements that applies a DOA positioning
technique to determine the position of d targets in unknown
positions.

5.1 Positioning based on DOA estimation

The problem of determining the angle of arrival of a sig-
nal by means of an array of antenna elements was studied

extensively by the research community. A well known ap-
proach relies on subspace decomposition of a covariance
matrix built from the signal received on each antenna array
element from the targets: this was the basis for the definition
of the MUSIC algorithm [22], that can be briefly described
as follows. Let us consider an antenna array of m elements
receiving the emissions of d active targets. The signal re-
ceived by the i-th element of the array can be written as:

ri(t) =
d∑

k=1

sk(t)a(i, θk) + ni(t) (35)
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Fig. 4 (Continued)

where sk(t) is the signal emitted by target k, a(i, θk) is a
steering function, describing the effect of the propagation
in the considered medium of the signal emitted by target k

from the position of the target to the i-th array element and
ni(t) represents noise present at the i-th element.

Moving to the frequency domain one has the follow-
ing matrix representation (where the dependence from fre-
quency is omitted):

R = A · S + N (36)

where R is a m × 1 vector representing the signal at each
array element, A is a m × d matrix representing the values

of the steering functions, S is a d ×1 vector representing the
incident signals and finally N is a m × 1 vector representing
the noise introduced at each array element.

The MUSIC algorithm uses the information present in
the matrix R by evaluating the covariance matrix C defined
as:

C = E[R · R∗]
= AE[S · S∗]A∗ + E[N · N∗]
= AE[S · S∗]A∗ + λC0, (37)

where it is assumed that signals and noise are uncorrelated.
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Fig. 5 BER vs. SNR with classic all rake and adapted receiver in the
cases of absence of TR (Nin = 1,Nout = all) and complete TR config-
uration (Nin = all,Nout = all)

Fig. 6 Application scenario considered in the analysis of the applica-
tion of UWB and TR to positioning

As long as the condition m > d is verified, C is a singular
matrix, leading to:

det(C) = det(AE[S · S∗]A∗ + λC0) = 0. (38)

Note that in the special case where noise is characterized
by zero mean and variance σ 2 one has λ = σ 2. As shown
in [22], due to the properties of the S and A matrices, (38) is
only solved by choosing λ as the smallest eigenvalue of the S
matrix λmin; furthermore such smallest eigenvalue will have

a multiplicity equal to n = m − d . In turn, this leads to the
conclusion that there will be n eigenvectors {ed+1, . . . , em}
of C associated to λmin that will verify the condition:

AE[S · S∗]A∗ · ei = A∗ · ei = 0 i = d + 1, . . . ,m, (39)

meaning that such eigenvectors define a subspace (referred
to as the noise subspace) orthogonal to the subspace defined
by the columns of the A matrix. The values θ1, . . . , θd of
the d angles of arrival can be then identified by defining the
function:

PMU = 1

a∗(θ)En · E∗
na(θ)

(40)

where En = [ed + 1, . . . , em]. The function is usually re-
ferred to as MUSIC pseudospectrum, and its peaks as it
varies as a function of θ reveal the direction of arrival of
the d signals.

5.2 Time Reversal application to positioning

The MUSIC approach presented above works well when the
function a(θ) provides an accurate description of the rela-
tion between the angle of arrival θ and the signal present at
each array element. This is the case for homogeneous prop-
agation media, for which a very good approximation of the
impact on each array of a signal coming from an arbitrary
point in space can be achieved by means of planar wave as-
sumption. In the case of non-homogeneous media the MU-
SIC approach applied to the covariance matrix leads to poor
results, due to the lack of accuracy of the a(θ) function in
modeling the propagation of the signals. Several authors [16,
23] pointed out that good positioning results can be achieved
by applying the subspace decomposition approach proposed
in MUSIC to the TR matrix T = K∗K, where K is the Multi
Static Response (MSR) matrix defined as follows:

K = {Kl,j} =
d∑

i=1

a(l, θi)Sia(j, θi), (41)

where Si represents the amplitude at the selected frequency
of the signal emitted by the i-th target.

The element (l, j) of the MSR matrix represents the ef-
fect of a signal emitted by the l-th array element on the j -th
one when taking into account the reflection of such signal
by the d targets. Note that this approach applies to both pas-
sive targets (scatterers) and active ones, actually receiving
the signals from the array elements and re-emitting them.

The TR matrix T represents in this case the result of
the time reversal operation carried out by the antenna ar-
ray, where the signals received from the targets are time-
reversed and retransmitted. By applying the subspace de-
composition approach to the T matrix in place of the R ma-
trix defined in Sect. 5.1 the positions of the d targets can
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be determined, with the additional advantage provided by
TR of overcoming the limitations of the subspace decompo-
sition techniques in presence of non-homogeneous media,
guaranteeing thus high positioning accuracy in random me-
dia [15, 23].

5.3 The role of UWB

The adoption of UWB signals can further improve the per-
formance of TR-based positioning. As stated before, MU-
SIC and TR techniques are typically applied in the fre-
quency domain, by assuming narrow-band signals and con-
sidering a single frequency. The adoption of wide band sig-
nals can improve performance by reducing the impact of
spurious peaks in the MUSIC pseudospectrum due to low
SNRs of the signals arriving at the array at a specific fre-
quency.

In particular, assuming that the signal has a bandwidth
W and that the MSR matrix can be evaluated across such

Fig. 7 Simulation scenario used as an example of application of TR
and MUSIC to UWB signals

bandwidth, the MUSIC pseudospectrum can be redefined as
follows:

P W
TR_MU =

∫

W

1

a∗(θ, f)En(f) · En(f)∗a(θ, f)
df. (42)

As an example, let us consider the scenario presented in
Fig. 7, where an array of 9 elements is used to determine
the direction of arrival of signals emitted by two targets.

Figure 8 presents the results obtained by applying TR and
MUSIC to narrowband signals at frequency fp = 3.5 GHz
under ideal conditions without thermal noise, and highlights
the very good performance of the algorithm, with virtually
error-free estimation of direction of arrival of the two sig-
nals.

Figure 9 presents the results obtained under the same hy-
pothesis about signal bandwidth, but in presence of thermal
noise and assuming a SNR of 10 dB for both signals, re-
duced by 10 dB due to an additional path loss introduced
over a 50 MHz band centered around fp . Figure 9 highlights
the low accuracy of the algorithm under these conditions.

Finally, Fig. 10 presents the results obtained by replac-
ing the narrowband signals with UWB signals character-
ized by a 500 MHz bandwidth around fp , and by applying
the frequency-averaged TR MUSIC algorithm described by
(42). Results show the potential improvement achieved by
taking advantage of larger bandwidths when dealing with
frequency selective channels.

6 Conclusions

This work focused on two key application fields of UWB
and TR: communication and positioning.

Fig. 8 DOA estimation
obtained in absence of noise by
applying TR and MUSIC to
narrowband signals at f = fp
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Fig. 9 DOA estimation
obtained in presence of noise by
applying TR and MUSIC to
narrowband signals at f = fp ,
assuming for both signals an
SNR of 10 dB and an additional
path loss of 10 dB over a
50 MHz frequency band
centered around fp

Fig. 10 DOA estimation
obtained in presence of noise by
applying TR and MUSIC to
UWB signals with a bandwidth
W = 500 MHz centered at
f = fp , assuming for both
signals an SNR of 10 dB and an
additional path loss of 10 dB
over a 50 MHz frequency band
centered around fp

The analysis of communications related aspects showed
how the focusing properties of TR can be used in UWB-
IR systems. The analysis highlighted that the key parame-
ters determining the quality of TR are the number of fingers
in the transmit pre-filter and in the rake receiver (related
respectively to the complexity of transmitter vs. receiver).
Simulation results showed that the MUI distribution result-
ing from the time focusing property of TR brings signifi-
cant performance improvements, in particular if a receiver
adapted to such distribution is adopted.

The second part of the work focused on the study of
UWB and TR in the context of positioning based on DOA
estimation, and the analysis highlighted the advantages
guaranteed by the introduction of TR (robustness to non-
homogeneity of the propagation medium) and UWB (ro-
bustness to frequency selectivity).
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